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The illustration of jewelry is the language by which an idea is transformed into reality. Knowing
that language is essential in communicating with others about jewelry design. Whether working
with individual customers, marketing management, or manufacturers, the designer with
accurate, professional illustrations has the advantage. This volume brings the talents, expertise
and individuality of outstanding jewelry designers, presenting full instruction on jewelry
rendering, with step-by-step guidelines and clear illustrations. The book provides a splendid
array of methods and styles of jewelry illustrations. It includes a method of quick sketching
based on the use of templates to guide the beginner as well as the advanced student in the
production of precise renderings. Templates included are: a) Stone Shapes Template b) Signet
Rings Template c) Ballerina Rings Template d) Fancy Rings Template e) Ring Template
number 2, Side Views.
Over 10 projects with more Triangle in a Square and Kite in a Square fun! Introducing the HalfSquare Triangle on Point Ruler. Learn simplified ways to make incredible block designs.

Planning a shower can be a daunting task--especially since contemporary
showers are no longer reserved strictly for female guests to honor brides and
expectant mothers. Spectacular Showers for Brides, Babies, and Beyond takes
the guesswork and anxiety out of planning and hosting a shower. It covers every
type of shower party, from traditional bridal, couple, and baby showers to
specialty showers for retirements, going-away-to-college, grandparents, and
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more. The author serves up a generous helping of recipes, practical checklists,
and economical suggestions for decorating and catering.
A compilation of short, easy-to-read, informative articles about Rotary history and
programs. Originated as a series of articles written by 1992-93 RI President Cliff
Dochterman for his Rotary club's weekly bulletin.
This book provides a comprehensive view of landscape design as it applies to the
professional landscape designer.
This reflective calendar and planning journal helps new and veteran superintendents
address day-to-day concerns while keeping student achievement in perspective
throughout the year.
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